Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

Cycling Advocacy

Date
Start-end
time
Location
/type

Dominik Kotarski

Attended by

Location

Dominik Kotarski
Carlo Casiglia
Federico Ferri
Elena Bakuleva

FER, Croatia
Polimi, Milan
Polimi, Milan
Polimi, Milan

13-12-2016
12:00 - 13:30
Google Meet

Remarks
Developer
SCRUM Master
Developer
Developer

1. 12.12.2019 meeting catchup
Dominik and Carlo fill Federico in about yesterday’s meeting.
CONCLUSION: N/A
ACTION: N/A
2. Path analysis discussion
There is a motion file with a lot of points. Take two points from the gps data and take all the
motion data points timestamp wise and calculate a score from that.
CONCLUSION: We have a general idea on how to do path analysis with the score as a result.
ACTION: Carlo and Dominik will work on path analysis and try to get it working for the beta
prototype.
3. Path merging (trip analysis) discussion
Federico is working on path merging and trip analysis
CONCLUSION: N/A
ACTION: Federico will continue working on path merging and trip analysis
4. FixMyStreet integration
Currently fixmystreet is not a priority. We should try to access the api on a dummy server
without customization. Boot up a server and try to do some API requests
We need to ask Tom about fixMyStreet. What does he know, and what are his plans with this.
What about the existing fixmystreet website in croatia. Do we need to customise the
instance?
CONCLUSION: We need to do more research on fixMyStreet and need customer feedback
about it.
ACTION: Coordinate with product owner (Sandra) and send an email to Tom about
fixMyStreet
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5. Backend topics for beta prototype presentation.
Dominik: Deployment, motion data analysis
Carlo: Motion data analysis,
Elena: Core part, slide about fms
Federico: Trip analysis algorithm
CONCLUSION: Each team member has their own slides to make
ACTION: Create the slides for the presentation.
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